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A fascinating journey of discovery across the world and
through time, from Ancient Egypt to the Vikings and all the
way to space exploration.

• The WWW series has sold over 11 million copies in
Germany
• WWW has been translated into 20 other languages
• With creative interactive elements, perfect for young,
curious minds
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The WWW series stands out for its playful, enticing way of
conveying just the information that kids want to know.
Centered on who-what-how questions, the titles in the
series explore subjects of great interest to young children.
The thousands of questions children ask daily are answered
by means of interactive elements, engaging illustrations,
and age-appropriate texts. Because the lively illustrations
convey so much, the books hold children's interest even
without an adult to read the clear, friendly texts. WWW is
ideally suited for preschool and kindergarten ages, for
children 4 to 7 years old.

Russian (worldwide), German audio rights
(Germany,Austria,Switzerland)

CONTENT
This book takes children on a journey to the New World
with the Vikings and Columbus, lets them discover animals
in South America with Humboldt and find treasures in
Tutankhamun's burial chamber with Carter. And who were
the first explorers at the South Pole and on Mount Everest?
Adventurous journeys like these were undertaken for a
variety of reasons: to increase power, to advance science or
to attain glory. This book introduces children to their
fascinating background stories.
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Susanne Gernhäuser studied German and history in
Stuttgart, where she worked at a historical institute,
published articles and contributed articles to textbooks
while still a student. She currently edits scholarly series.
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